
FULLY INTEGRATED BALANCE SHEET 
RECONCILIATON 

EASY TO USE
“NO TRAINING”
EASY IMPLEMENTATION

Research* on the Month-End 
Close shows that:
> 83% Specifies account

balances in Excel
> 43% Have a four eye

principle
> 62% Use binders for

archiving
> 91% Lacks visibility of the

close process
> 90% Feels pressure to

close faster
* See “Financial Close Benchmark Report”

For the vast majority of companies, the Month-
End Close process is a blur of spreadsheets, 
binders and digital archives.

BUT what if you could gain total control 
with full overview? AND increased efficiency?
To get real time overview and the control of the Month End is time consuming 
and close to impossible. Some important reasons are that it is difficult to see 
how resources are distributed, it is difficult to maintain consistency and it is 
tedious and time consuming to hand over tasks.

Traceability is also missing in the different process steps and there is no 
straight forward support for Segregation of Duties. Unfortunately deficiencies 
are often discovered late (at audit?) and it is difficult to check and ensure 
that the process itself of the Month End Close has actually been adhered to. 
Hence overview and control is a challenge.

BALANCER ENABLES OVERVIEW AND CONTROL
Adra BALANCER provides you with an overview and control in real time. 
Initially you define your process for the Month-End Close. Once started 
BALANCER provides you with traceability and consistency in every process 
step and the security of all supporting documentation being structurally safely 
stored in the Cloud. Due to dashboards you will see exactly where you are 
and what is remaining in the close process. Even a process re-plan is easy 
to perform when the workload is uneven or temporary illness occurs. When 
this happens precise notifications are sent out, thus the close process is 
completely transparent for every user. How BALANCER provides overview 
and control:

SPECIFICATION AND DOCUMENTATION
Everyone can work in parallel in BALANCER which means that there are 
no locked files and no multiple non-consistent files. Key accounts and high 
risk accounts are easily prioritized. Instead of general policies - whom few 
read and even fewer adhere to - descriptive reconciliation procedures are 
available on each account. Templates which everyone understands, ensures 
consistent specification and documentation, before the preparer and 
approver make a digital certification that the account is reconciled according 
to its own specific reconciliation procedure.

APPROVAL
You are automatically ensuring the ”Four Eye”-principle since no-one is able 
to approve her/his own preparations in BALANCER. As an Audit Trail is built 
in from start traceability exists on every item.
The proof for the Four Eye principle is the personal digital certification on 
every account of every preparer and every approver. 
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5-STAR BENEFITS
> Total Control
> Real-time overview
> Full compliance
> Increased productivity
> Faster Close

TRUST YOUR NUMBERS
> Comprehensive audit trail
> Total Visibility
> Controlled approval workflow

FREE UP TIME
> Automatic backup to cloud

server
> Automated reconciliation

of neon-key accounts
> Eliminate archive binder &

spreadsheets

CLOSE FASTER
> Define and prioritize tasks
> Real-time analytics and

reports
> Simplified compliance

procedures

ARCHIVE DIGITALIZATION
Immediate archiving takes place of every step in this process - of every 

step each user makes, of every specified amount and of every supporting 

documentation. Everything is archived in only one place - in our secure 

Cloud. Never references to documents elsewhere! The digital archive is well-

structured and easily searchable.

EXTERN AND INTERN AUDIT
It is easy to understand and find information in the digital archive as 

specifications and documents are consistently structured. It is easy to review 

every reconciliation, especially as every account’s own purpose and own 

reconciliation procedure is available on each reconciliation. Even the Month-

End Close process in itself is easily checked and audited. If the auditor wants 

to leave audit comments these comments can be made on precisely the 

account where the improvement should be considered. Auditors can have a 

secure digital access, even from their own office.

TRANSACTION MATCHING
If automated, then of your previously spent time, you now spend only some 

5% on transactions that will match, 15% to solve the transactions that don’t, 

and free up 80% of the previous time for more important and motivating 

tasks. By automating you get rid of the ”uncertainties” of Transaction 

matching and reconcile down to the penny instead of the usual inaccurate 

reconciliations. Get traceability/Audit Trail, and extend Transaction Matching 

to more areas like intercompany and more, and execute Transaction 

Matching whenever it is needed as it’s a breeze now.

ABOUT ADRA
Adra develops and markets software for the Financial Close Process. With over 25 years’ experience of providing software for the automation of 
the Month End Close Process, Adra is a market leader with 3000 customers.
Our software for the Financial Close helps accounting and finance teams to work smarter and quicker, with better control and accuracy. The 
solutions streamline and standardise accounts departments and give them an overview of the company’s balancing process at all times.
Adra has an origin in Scandinavia just like many other financial software companies like Axapta, Navision, IBS, IFS, Jeeves and Visma and today 
we serve customers in more than 30 countries around the world. Among our customers are Hertz, GE Capital, KPMG, Toyota, IKEA and BMW.

BALANCER
BALANCER is the key to a simplified and effective month end close:

> An effective and year-end-close adapted system
– Excel is fantastic but not for controlled processes.

> A Digitalized Process and Archiving
– Smarter than binders, photo copying, and document links, and a too that

automates the parts of the Month-End Close that should be automated.
> Segregation of Duties and traceability/Audit Trail pervades the entire

system.
> Consistency and overview in real time

– Shorter Month End Closes, significantly reduced risk, increased
precision, increased productivity.

… and a trusted month-end close with less stress.




